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ABSTRACT 
We determine all square matrices of order n which satisfy the difference 
equation hi_l,j + hi+l,j + hi,j_, + !I,,~+~ = 0, with subscripts modulo n. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l], the author has investigated boundary value problems on rectangu- 
lar regions associated with the difference equation 
h,-l,j + h,+l,j + hi,j-I+ hi,j+l= 0. 
In this paper, we consider a different problem related to (1). Let F be a 
field, m and n be a pair of positive integers, and 2 be the set of integers. A 
double sequence {hijli, j E z in F is said to be doubly periodic with period 
(m,n> if hi+m j = hij = hi,j+n for all (i,j) E 2 X 2. Denote by S!$Tm, the 
collection of all doubly periodic sequences with period (m, n) which satisfy 
the difference equation (1). Let {hij)i j E z be in Xmy,,, and let H = [hijlyjI 1. 
Clearly the entries of H satisfy Equation (1) with the first and second indices 
modulo m and n respectively. We designate by 2?& the set of all m X n 
matrices having this property. It is evident that every matrix in Zm,, gives 
rise to a member of &“rn. 
*This work was done while the author was visiting Brown University. 
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The purpose of this paper is to determine, for each positive integer n, all 
the members of Z;,J,, or equivalently, to determine all the members of 3, n. 
The case n = 1 is trivial. Now fix an integer n which is greater than ‘1. 
For simplicity, we write 3 for Z”,,. As might be expected, circulant 
matrices and ( - I)-circulant matrices (see [2]> will play an important role in 
the characterization of members of 2. Among these matrices, 
0 1 0 .** 0 
0 0 1 -*. 0 
and J= 
1 0 0 .** 0 
are particularly important. Note that they are 11so permutation matrices. A 
matrix C is called a circulant [respectively, (- l)-circulant] matrix if TC = 
CT [respectively, 7C = CP-‘1. The class 4 [respectively, &_,I of circulant 
matrices [respectively, (- I)-circulant matrices] is a vector subspace of n x n 
matrices over F having basis {I, r, n-‘, . . , rnnl} [respectively, 
lJ>kr, W>. . > IT”- ‘II. 
It is clear from the definition that 3 is a vector space over F. In 
Theorem 1 below we give a characterization of the members of S-V. 
Let H = [hij]yj,,. Note that Equation (1) holds with subscripts modulo 
n if and only if H satisfies the matrix equation 
(~~+T-~)H+H(v+~~-~)=o, (2) 
which means that H is in the commutant of r + K’ and -(rr + r-l). If 
each expression in (2) is premultiplied and postmultiplied by rr, then 
Equation (2) is transformed into the following equation: 
+TH+H~)=(~H+H~)(-C~). (3) 
In other words, TH + Hr is in the commutant of r and - x-i. Thus we 
have proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let H be an n X n matrix over F. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(a) HE A?. 
(b) H is in the commutant of T + T-I and -(T + ~-l). 
(c) rrH + Ha is in the commutant of T and - T-‘. 
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2. charF#2 
In this section, we assume that char F z 2. Our main result is based on 
the following three lemmas, whose proofs are easy and are therefore omitted. 
LEMMA 2. 
(a) The commutant of r and - rTT- ’ consists of a single matrix, namely, 
the zero matrix, if n is odd. 
(b) The commutant of r and - r is {O) if n is odd. 
Let $2 denote the centralizer of rr + K ‘, that is, the set of all matrices 
each of which commutes with 7 + rr-l. 
LEMMA 3. Let n be even, and let D = diag(1, - 1,. . . ,l, - 1). Then D 
belongs to A?, and DK E S-V if and only zf K E 9 $ and only q KD E 2. 
LEMMA 4. Let n be a positive integer. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(b) rr K - Kr is in the commutant of r and z-- ‘. 
(b’) TK - Kr is a (- l)-circulant matrix. 
Cc) K = [ kij]t j=l has elements satisfying the difference equation 
ki_l,j + k,+l,j = ki,j-1 + ki,j+l> 
with indices module n 
Furthermore, 9 is a subspace of n x n matrices containing d -C 8_ 1 and 
is also closed under matrix multiplication and transposition. 
From Lemma 3, we see how important 2 is in the problem of determin- 
ing A?. Therefore we should first examine the elements of $9. This will be 
done, using condition (b) of Lemma 4, for all positive integers n, although 2 
has nothing to do with A?’ when n is odd. 
Let K E 9, By condition (b) of Lemma 4, rl< - Kr = G for some 
(- l)-circulant matrix G. Let dT be the first row of G, and let W, be the ith 
cohrmn of KT (i = 1 2 I ,..., n). Then 





w, w= . I. w, 
d 
vd 1 I:1 and V= . . n-1 T d 
- ?r-‘W, + Wi+l = #-Id, 
W i+l = T-‘wi ++1d, 
i = 1,2,. . . , n, with subscripts modulo n. Thus 
2 &Wi = 2 &y + k r2’d; 




Suppose first that n is even. Then (5) implies that the components of d 
satisfy the conditions 
m 
xdz,=O and E dzi_l=O, 16) 
i=l i=l 
where m = n/2. Now we claim that 
(7) 
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Indeed, if a = (P - rr-‘)b, then clearly 
(p+= ( p’)(a-n-l)b=O, 
and conversely, if (Ey= I di>a = 0, then, letting b,, b, be arbitrary and 
bi+2= bi + aj+l> i=1,2 ,..., n-2, 
we have (T - rr-‘)b = a. This proves our claim. For the vector d in (41, 
choose a vector b such that (n- - ~-‘)b = d. Write W, = c + b. Then (4) 
implies that 
wi = T-i+lc + Ti-lb, i=1,2 )...) fl. 
Hence K is of the form 
C+ B, (8) 
where C and B are the circulant and (-- I)-circulant matrices having first 
rows cT and bT respectively; or equivalently, K is of the form 
& (ciri-’ + b&r"), (9) 
where c = cc,, c2,. . . , c,F and b = fb,, b2,. . . , bJT. 
Next suppose that n is odd. The condition (5) is equivalent to the 
condition 
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in this case. Now we claim that 
Im(r-r-‘)=Im(r-I)=Ker 
The second equality can be proved like (7). The first equality is a conse- 
quence of the relations 
5T-z=(T--_-‘)(T+?T3+7r5+ **. +?F2+?Y) 
and 
By first choosing vectors b, c such that (7~ - r-‘)b = d and c = W, - b and 
then letting C and B be the circulant and (- l)-circulant matrices having 
first rows cr and bT respectively, we see that K is of the form (8) or (9). 
The above discussion together with Lemma 4 lead to the following 
characterization of the matrices in 9. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that char F z 2 and n is a positive integer. Then 
fi&+C_,. Th e d imensionof 9 is 2n-2 ifniseven; itis 2n-1 ifnis 
Proof. Only the last assertion needs proving. Since the result for n = 1 
or 2 is clear, we assume that n > 3. For even n, we show that 
S,={Z,r,7r2 )..., Tn-1,],]7r,..*J~“-3) 
is a basis for d + 4-r. We already know that S, U(JT”-~,JT*-~) spans 
t+ 4-r. Let 
p=1+7r2+7r4+ .** +79-s. 
Then, for i = 1,2,. . . , n, we have 
(JP - 7rP)Tei = (PJ- P77-‘)e, 
= Pe,_,+l - Pei+l = (P7r’- P7r-‘)e, 
= p( r2 - I)( rid2 + rie4 + . * . + rFi)el = 0, 
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since P(rr2 - X)=0. Thus JP - PP =O, showing that J&-l, Jv”-‘E 
span@,). Therefore S, spans -6’ + &_ r. 
To prove that S, is iineady independent, suppose that 
e n-2 ci?T+l + c h&7+’ = 0. 
i=l i=l 
Applying both sides of (10) to e, and collecting like terms, we find 
Cl =c,=O and en.+.+.,=-bi, i=l,2 ,..., n-2. 
Applying both sides of (10) to e,_, (that is, rre,) and using the fact that 
72- ‘J = frr, we have 
Hence 
i 
c,_.~I -I- C,F -t k c~_~w~-’ + ni’ b,Jd-’ 
) 
e, = 0. 
i=3 i=l 
(111 
Therefore, as proved above, we have c,_ 1 = c, = 0. Continuing in this way, 
we can prove that ci = 0, i = 1,2,. . . ,n, and hence, by (ll), b, = 0, i = 
1,2,..., 11. This proves that S, is a basis for 4 + &_r if n is even. Conse- 
quently, $I has dimension 2 p2 - 2. 
For odd n, we prove that the set 
is a basis for 9. It is clear that Cy_, Jr’-” = X7__, d-l, which is the matrix 
having all entries equal to 1. Hence Jr’-’ E spar&$,). Since S, u(JT”-‘} 
spans d + &_. 1, therefore so does S,. For the linear inde~nden~ of S,, we 
suppose that 
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On applying the transpose of the left hand side of the above equation to e,, 
we have 
c,_~=O, c,=-b,, and ci = - bi+l, i = 1,2 ,...,n -2; 
on applying it to e,, we have 
c,=O and ci+l=-bi, i=1,2,...,n-1 
Hence ci = bi = 0 for all i = 1,2,. . . , n. This proves that S, is indeed a basis 
for 9. Consequently $J has dimension 2n - 1. n 
Now the members of 3 can be obtained by means of Lemma 2 and 3 
and Theorem 5. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that char F z 2. 
(a) Zf n is odd, then 2 = (0). 
(b) Zfn is even, then ~=(DK:KE%+~_,)=(KD:KE~+~_,], 
where D is the same as in Lemma 3. Furthermore, 2 is closed under 
transposition and has dimension 2n - 2. 
3. charF=2 
Throughout this section, the underlying field F is assumed to have 
characteristic two. As a special case of Theorem 1, we have the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose that char F = 2 and that H is an n X n matrix over 
F. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(a) HE &?. 
(b) H commutes with 7 + r- ‘. 
Cc> aH + Hr is in the commutant of T and r-l. 
By condition (b) of Theorem 7, .Z coincides with the centralizer ,$Q of 
r + rrTT- ‘. When n is odd, the same derivation given in Section 2 yields a 
result which reads as follows. 
THEOREM 8. Suppose that char F = 2 and n is odd. Then 2 = 4 + 4_ 1 
and the dimension of 2 is 2 n - 1. 
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Next we look at the case in which n is even. By condition (c) of Theorem 
7, it follows that, if H E 2, then 
Hr+aH=G, 
where G is a (- l)-circulant matrix. Let bT denote the last row of G, and let 
Xi be the ith column of HT (i = 1,2,.. .,n). Then 








I and Y= 
rb 
r2b II ’ . n-1 T b b (13) 
Xi+1 = OX, + rib, i = 1,2 ,**., n, (14) 
with subscripts modulo n. Premultiplying the ith equation in (14) by pi+‘, 
we have 
&X. = r$-lX 
3 j_l + r2j-lb, j = 2,3 ,...,?I +1. (15) 
Then add up the equations in (15) to get 
(r + r3 + . . . + d”-l)b = 0. (16) 
Since the expression in the parentheses is zero, b can be any vector. This 
proves that if H E 2, then the column vectors X,, X2,. . . , X, of HT are 
given recursively by 
X,=c+b, 
Xi=r-‘Xi_,+&‘b, i=2,3 ,..., n, (17) 
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where c = X, + b. The closed form of (17) is given by 
xi = 7r-iflc + P&I, 
pi=,-i+l+T-i+J+ . . . +Ti-3+Ti-l, 
i=2,3 ,...,n. (18) 
Note that 
P, = I, 
P, = 0, 
Pi+1=7 -‘Pi + Tri = 7rP, + 7r-i, i = 1,2 ,...,n, (19) 
with subscripts modulo n. Now let C and B be the circulant matrices having 
first rows cT and bT respectively, and let M be the matrix defined by 
MTei = Pie,, i = 1,2 ,...,n. (20) 




5 (ciri-l + biMpi-‘). 
i=l 
(22) 
This leads to the following theorem. 
THEOREM 9. Suppose that char F = 2 and n is even. Then A? consists of 
n x n matrices which are of the f&m (21) or (22>, where M is defined by 
(201, and B and C are arbitrary circulant matrices. The row vectors 
X,,X,,..., X, of such a matrix are given by (17) UT (18) where b and c are 
arbitrary vectors. Furthmmore, 2 has dimension 2 n and contains 4 + 6_ 1 
as a proper subspace. 
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Proof. We have already shown that every H E Z is of the desired 
form. To prove the converse, we need only to observe that M E A?, that is, 
M commutes with r + r-r, according to Theorem 7: 
MT(v + a-‘)e, = MT(ei_, + ei+l) 
i=1,2 >*..1 n, with subscripts modulo n. 
We note from (22) that the set 
S,={l,r ,..., T”-‘,M,Mr ,..., MT”-‘) 
spans 2. Now we show that S, is also linearly independent and hence 
forms a basis for 2. Suppose that ~~=rci&-’ +Cr=, biMri-’ = 0, where 
ci and bi are in F. Taking transposes, we have 
+T-~+’ + 2 biT-‘+rMT=O. (23) 
i=l 
First apply both sides of (23) to e, and use the fact that MTe, = 0 to obtain 
ci = 0 for all i; then apply both sides of (23) to e, to obtain bi = 0 for all i. 
This proves that S, is linearly independent and hence Z has dimension 2n. 
Clearly, the set 
S,={lJT,,rr2 )...) ?T”-l,J,Jm ,..., J77q 
spans % + 4_ r. As in the proof of Theorem 5, we can show that both 
Jr n-1 , Jr”-” belong to span(S,\(J&-‘, Jr”-‘}). This implies that k + 
8_ , has dimension at most 2 n - 2 and is a proper subspace of Z. W 
COROLLARY 10. Suppose that char F = 2 and n is even. Then G E YC_ 1 if 
andonlyifG=Hr++Hforsome HEX. 
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Proof. The “if’ part is a consequence of Theorem 7. NOW suppose that 
G E 8-i. Let H = MCJG). Then H E X and 
Ha + TH = MJGT + TMJG = MrrJG + (J + Mrr)JG = G, 
by (21b) (see Lemma 12). This completes the proof. II 
It is not immediately clear how the t - 1%circulant matrices are written in 
the form (21) or (22). Lemma I2 and the remark following it will resolve this 
problem. We need the following properties of the matrices Pi, i = 1,2,. . . ,a. 
LEMMA 11. For eoen n, we hatie 






Proof. Since 0 = P,, = rr-‘P,_l + d’-l according to (19), we see that 
P,_,=P,=l. Now suppose that Pi= P,,_, for some i with l<i<n-1. 
Then 
P,+t = 7TPi + 7r-i = aP,_, + 7rn-i = P,_i_i, 
according to (19). Hence (24) follows. (25) is proved by induction. II 
LEMMA 12. Let n be even. Then 
-in particular, 
J=Tr+Mrr+Mrr”-‘; (26b) 
a+M = lpi + Ma” = n.Pi + MT-“, i- 1,2,...,n (27a) 
- in particular, 
and 
rrM+Mvr=J; (27b) 
T-‘M = fpi + Mrr-’ = vPi + &&IT”, i=1,2 ,..., n. (274 
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Proof. Since 
(7r + r-‘)MTei = (r+rr-‘)Piel 
= (7rei + 7r”)e, = eifl + e,_i+l 
=(J+Fl)e, 
forall i=l,2,..., n, it follows that the first equality in (26) holds. The second 
equality has been obtained in the proof of Theorem 9. 
Now we prove the first equality in (27a). Since 
( MT6’ + CIMT)ei = MTei+l + YIPiel 
= ( Pi+1 + 6’P,)e, = 7r’e, = e,_i+l = /ei 
according to (19), we see that (27b) holds. Suppose that 1~ i < n - 1 and 
that 
T’M + Ma’ = JPi. (28) 
Then 
r”+‘M = r(dM) =&Pi + MT’) 
= Jr- ‘Pi + TTMT” = Jr- ‘Pi + (J + MT)& 
by (28), (27b), and (19). Hence the first part of (27a) holds. The second 
equality of (27a) holds, because 
Now (27~) follows by first replacing i with n - i in (27a) and then using 
(24). n 
Since J is a (- l)-circulant matrix, it belongs to J?. In (261, J is 
expressed as a linear combination of r, MT, and Mrnpl, and hence all 
(- I)-circulant matrices are of the form (22). 
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LEMMA 13. Let n be even. Then 
M’=M; 
MT= VmP,_, + M = ,fn-lM,+n- 





Proof. To express M2 in the form (221, we have to find the last row of 
vM’ + M2rr and the first row of M2, according to the proof of Theorem 9, 







e, = MT+ = el 
Thus the last row of PM~ i- M271- is er, and the first row of M” is CT. It 
follows that for M’, the corresponding vectors c and b in 07) are 0 and e, 
respectively; hence the matrix C and B in (21) are 0 and 1 respectively. 
Consequently (29) holds. 
The statement (30) can be obtained in a similar fashion. Indeed, from 
f27), we have TM T + MTv = J, and from (25), we have 
e’Me, = erMTe, = eTP,e, = 1 if i isodd 
0 if i is even, 
so that the first row of MT is (e, + e3 + * * * -t e,_,lT. Letting 
c=e,+e,+ --a +e,_, and b=e,, 
we have (30). Note that MT can also be expressed as MT = VT~P,_ I+ M = 
?7. m-lMrrm-l, in view of (27a). As a consequence, MS+-’ is symmetric. 
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Finally, the expression (31) holds, because 
according to (26) and (27b). 8 
According to (27) and Lemma 13, it is now clear that the products and 
transposes of matrices of the form (21) are again of the form (21). 
C, + MB,, (32) 
Proof. We first assert that each circulant matrix A cau be expressed in 
the form (32). Indeed, according to the remark following Lemma 12, 
JA=C+ MB, 
were B and C are circulant matrices. It then folIows from (31) that 
where C, = j(C + B) and B, = JB are both ( - I)-circulant matrices. This 
proves our assertion. 
NOW, the thmrem is a consequence of this assertion and the remark 
following Lemma 12. I 
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